September 28, 2020

Dear Parents and Guardians,

As our 1st quarter comes to a close, I would like to share our 2nd quarter plan for our Campbell-Kapolei Complex Area schools. We deeply appreciate your continued patience and support.

Superintendent Dr. Christina Kishimoto recently announced that schools will use newly released guidance from the Hawaii State Department of Health (DOH) to plan appropriate learning models for the remainder of the academic year. View guidance here: bit.ly/DOHSchoolGuidelines.

All of our schools in the Campbell-Kapolei Complex Area will continue with their full distance learning (learn from home) model for the entire 2nd Quarter. During this time, we will continue to closely monitor COVID activity, in hopes of transitioning to our Hybrid/Blended school models in January 2021.

While we all agree that face-to-face instruction is the ideal model of instruction, we need to limit the amount of people on campus for obvious safety reasons. We are doing our best to balance that fine line of providing the best quality education, while maintaining a safe campus. During the 2nd Quarter, we are only going to allow a limited number of students on campus. Each school is prioritizing how they will do that, according to the needs of their unique populations. Each Campbell-Kapolei Complex Area school will communicate more details about their specific plans.

We appreciate your support to provide the best possible education for your children, and to keep our communities and campuses as safe as possible.

Sincerely,

Sean S. Tajima
Complex Area Superintendent
Campbell-Kapolei Complex Area